Abstract. This paper is about skew monoidal tensored V-categories (= skew monoidal hommed V-actegories) and their categories of modules. A module over M, * , R is an algebra for the monad T = R * on M. We study in detail the skew monoidal structure of M T and construct a skew monoidal forgetful functor M T → E M to the category of E-objects in M where E = M(R, R) is the endomorphism monoid of the unit object R. Then we give conditions for the forgetful functor to be strong monoidal and for the category M T of modules to be monoidal. In formulating these conditions a notion of 'self-cocomplete' subcategories of presheaves appears to be useful which provides also some insight into the problem of monoidality of the skew monoidal structures found by Altenkirch, Chapman and Uustalu on functor categories [C, M].
Introduction
A skew monoidal category consists of a category M, a functor M × M * −→ M, an object R ∈ M and comparison morphisms γ : L * (M * N ) → (L * M ) * N , η : M → R * M , ε : M * R → M satisfying usual monoidal category axioms but without the assumption that they are isomorphisms. This structure, more primitive than a monoidal category, turned out to contain all algebraic information about a bialgebroid over a non-commutative ring R. As it was shown in [19, Theorem 9 .1] the closed skew monoidal structures on Mod-R with unit object being the right regular R-module are precisely the right bialgebroids B over R. Under this correspondence the category of right B-modules becomes, not a 'module category' over the skew monoidal M but simply, the EilenbergMoore category M T of the monad T = R * on M. This canonical monad is present also in any monoidal category although it is an uninteresting identity monad. For skew monoidal categories, however, it is the structure of M T that embodies the representation theory of the skew monoidal M if viewed as a generalized bialgebroid.
It is well-known that the category of modules over a bialgebra, weak bialgebra or bialgebroid B has a monoidal structure. It is defined using the coalgebra structure of B and the forgetful functor to the underlying monoidal category Mod-k or R-Mod-R. In case of a skew monoidal M there is no a priori given underlying monoidal category, only the category M itself. This makes the construction of any (skew?) monoidal product on M T non-trivial and in general impossible unless certain right exactness conditions are fulfilled. In the first version of this paper (presented in a talk [20] ) we have constructed such a skew tensor product provided M had reflexive coequalizers and * preserved them. Independently, S. Lack and R. Street have given in [14] the same definition of the tensor but noticed also that it exists if * preserves reflexive coequalizers only in the second argument. We call the tensor product⊗ on M T the 'horizontal tensor' in the hope that the 'vertical tensor' of comodules will also be found, although the latter so far has resisted all attempts.
Having defined the skew monoidal structure M T ,⊗ ,R on the modules over M the next step is to construct a skew monoidal forgetful functor to some underlying skew monoidal category. The natural candidate for the underlying category is the category E M of E-objects in M where E denotes the endomorphism monoid of R. In case of an R-bialgebroid E M is just the bimodule category R-Mod-R. The skew monoidal product ⊗ on E M can be introduced in two equivalent ways: Either as the horizontal tensor product of an even more primitive skew monoidal structure on M (which uses only the object R but not * ), or as the Altenkirch-Chapman-Uustalu construction [3] applied to E M ≡ [E, M] by considering E as a 1-object category. The justification for this choice of ⊗ is that a monadic and skew monoidal functor G : M T → E M can be constructed. We do all these constructions in the framework of tensored V-categories. Assuming the existence of tensors V ⊙ M of V ∈ V and M ∈ M is a technical assumption which, by the equivalence [9, 10] between enriched categories [12] with tensors and actegories [17] with hom objects, allows us to work with ordinary functors and natural transformations. This does not mean that skew monoidal categories without tensors are uninteresting. Skew monoidal monoids [21] are good examples. Only in Section 8 we make an exception by studying general V-categories M in order to characterize the functor categories [C, M] for which the skew monoidal structure of [3] is monoidal. Introducing self-cocompleteness we find that if M is a self-cocomplete subcategory of presheaves over C, or, in the case of C = E, it is a self-cocomplete subcategory W ⊆ V E of right E-modules then [C, M], respectively E M, is a monoidal category. Under appropriate right exactness conditions on M, * , R this implies that M T ,⊗ ,R is also monoidal and the forgetful functor G is strong monoidal.
Preparations
2.1. Actegories. Let V, ⊙, I, a, l, r be a monoidal category in which the orientation of the coherence isomorphisms
are chosen according to the right skew monoidal convention [19] . Therefore the monoidal category axioms (the redundant set of 5 axioms [16] ), when written without inverses of a, l or r, look precisely as the skew monoidal 1 category axioms. 
For typographical reasons we are using the same symbol for the action of V on M and for the monoidal product of V and also the a and l have ambiguous meanings. Notice also the different form of the two triangle equations which is the consequence of our "skew" convention of orienting left and right unitors. The advantage is that we can immediately say what a left skew actegory would be over a skew monoidal V. It has the same structure and axioms as above, just the invertibility of all coherence isomorphisms are relaxed.
In fact we will need skew actegories in the sequel although not left but right ones. So we give here the right and lax version of Definition 2.1 (see also [15] All skew monoidal categories in this paper are right skew monoidal. Thus both left and right actegories are considered over the same type of skew monoidal categories. Whether left or right, the actegory axioms appear as subsets of the skew monoidal category axioms if we disregard the types (M or V) in the arguments of the natural transformations.
Example 2.3. Let M, * , R, γ, η, ε be any skew monoidal category. Then the Eilenberg-Moore category M
T of the canonical monad T = R * , µ, η is a right skew actegory over M. As a matter of fact, for a T -algebraM = M, α and for an object N of M we can define the T -algebra
The associator and the right unitor of M can be lifted to M T as natural transformations
They satisfy coherence conditions (4), (5) and (6) that make M T a right M-actegory in the skew sense.
, called the strength, subject to the coherence conditions
The morphism F is called strong when its strength is an isomorphism and strict when its strength is the identity. Definition 2.5. Let F, G : M → N be morphisms of left V-actegories. A transformation F → G of actegory morphisms is nothing but a natural transformation ν : F → G satisfying
The left V-actegories, their morphisms and transformations are the objects, the 1-cells and 2-cells of a 2-category V-ACT. As an instance of doctrinal adjunction [13] a morphism F : M → N in V-ACT has a right adjoint if and only if it is strong and the ordinary functor F : M → N has a right adjoint.
In order to deal with (skew) monoidal products on V-actegories as actegory morphisms the 2-category V-ACT needs some extra structure. In its stead we choose a multicategory strategy by introducing multivariable morphisms of actegories. From here on V is symmetric monoidal.
where V ⊙ k denotes the action of V on the k-th argument, such that for each fixed M i ,
V,M is a strength for the k-th partial functor
(ii) for each pair of indices 1 ≤ j < k ≤ n the strengths F (j) and F (k) are compatible in the sense of
For a parallel pair of n-variable actegory morphisms F, G : M 1 ×. . .×M n → N a transformation ν : F → G is a natural transformation that satisfies (12) in each variable.
In rare cases one needs a more general notion of actegory morphism than that of Definition 2.4. Definition 2.7. For left actegories V M and W N a morphism V M → W N is a pair F F ′ consisting of a monoidal functor F : V → W and of a functor F ′ : M → N equipped with strength
subject to the coherence conditions
In other words,
′ consisting of a monoidal natural transformation ν : F → G and of a natural transformation
The actegories with these generalized morphisms and transformations constitute a 2-category ACT which contains, as sub-2-categories, both the 2-category of monoidal categories and the 2-category V-ACT for each monoidal V.
Enriched categories.
Heretofore the base category V was an arbitrary symmetric monoidal category. For this Subsection and for the rest of the paper V will be a symmetric closed monoidal category with all small limits and colimits. As for the V-actegories we restrict attention to those left V-actegories M 0 for which the action, as a functor of the first argument, ⊙ M : V → M 0 , has a right adjoint M(M, ). That such V-actegories are equivalent to V-enriched categories is in the folklore for a long time. A precise formulation of the equivalence has been given by Gordon and Power in [9] for the general case of action by enrichment over a bicategory. For a more recent account on the subject see [10] .
Let us summarize briefly how the V-category structure emerges from the actegory structure. First one introduces the V-valued hom M(M, N ) as the value of the right adjoint M(M, ) on N . Then the unit and counit of the adjunction
can be used to construct the strength of M(M, ) by
Equipped with this strength the functor M(M, ) becomes a morphism of V-actegories M 0 → V and ev M and coev M become transformations of actegory morphisms, i.e., they satisfy
Using these identities and the coherence conditions for the strength χ it not difficult to show that the V-category composition and unit defined by (20) obey the axioms of a V-enriched category. This V-category M is then automatically tensored since the adjunction (15) readily implies the isomorphism
This correspondence between hommed V-actegories and tensored V-categories extends to the morphisms and to the transformations in the following way. Proposition 2.8. Given tensored V-categories M and N and given an object map M → F M there is a bijection between
given by the following relations:
and only if it is a transformation of actegory morphisms.
Applying this Proposition to the partial functors of a multivariable actegory morphism F we obtain V-functors F k : M k → N indexed by variables M i ∈ M i , i = k, such that each pair F j , F k obeys a compatibility condition of the form [8, (4.4) ] and therefore determines a unique V-functor
is not a tensored V-category in a natural way so there is no strength for such a V-functor. In its stead there are n pieces of strengths, one for each partial V-functor.
2.3.
Colimits. For a tensored V-category M the general notion of V-colimit [12] reduces to computation of tensors and enriched coends: For V-functors F : D → M and G : D op → V the colimit of F weighted by G is the coend
But if we assume also that the V-valued contravariant hom M( , M ) : M op 0 → V transforms colimits in M 0 to limits in V then the above coend can be computed by an ordinary colimit in M 0 , Proof. This follows from the ordinary adjunction ⊙ M ⊣ M(M, ) and from the fact that the (set valued) hom-functors preserve (transform) and collectively reflect (co)limits. Proof. This is just a translation to the actegory language of [5, Vol. 2, Theorem 6.6.14].
Skew monoidal actegories
Let V, ⊙, I, a, l, r, s be a symmetric closed monoidal category with all small limits and colimits. 
• a 2-variable morphism * : M 0 × M 0 → M 0 of V-actegories, the skew tensor, with strengths
• and transformations of actegory morphisms
The transformations are required to satisfy the skew monoidality axioms
Unpacking the definition we obtain, beyond the 3 actegory axioms and the 5 skew monoidality axioms, 10 more:
The first five are the coherence conditions for the 2-variable actegory morphism * , Γ, Γ ′ and the other five are the conditions for γ, η and ε to be transformations of V-actegory morphisms.
Of course, the above Definition is too general for our purposes. We are interested in V-actegories the underlying category of which is a tensored V-category and which satisfies also some right exactness conditions. Similarly, we define r1-exactness by requiring, instead of (iv) and (v), invertibility of Γ and preservation of reflexive coequalizers by the functors * M . If M is both r1-exact and r2-exact then it is called r-exact. 
The right adjoint of ⊙M is just the equalizer in V
for T -algebrasM = M, α ,N = N, β . M T has reflexive coequalizers since T preserves and therefore the forgetful functor G creates them. Finally, V ⊙ preserves reflexive coequalizers in M and commutes with T via Γ ′ , therefore using preservation and creation of reflexive coequalizers by G we conclude that V ⊙ preserves reflexive coequalizers in M T .
The above Lemma provides 3 of the 5 conditions for M T to be also a r2-exact skew monoidal V-category. Of course, the last 2 conditions of Definition 3.2 are so far meaningless since a skew monoidal product on M T is not yet defined. The next Section provides the missing skew tensor.
Skew monoidal structure on M T
First we consider (ordinary) skew monoidal categories, forgetting the V-structure for a while. Let M, * , R, γ, η, ε be a skew monoidal category with coequalizers of reflexive pairs and with * preserving these coequalizers in the 2nd argument. This implies that M T also has reflexive coequalizers and the forgetful functor G : [19] which extends the monad multiplication:
For each object N of M and for each T -algebraM = M, α we choose a coequalizer
and call its colimit object the horizontal tensor product of N andM . Note that the parallel pair is reflexive: N * η M is a common section. After having defined⊗ on the objects we extend its definition to a functor M × M T → M in such a way that π becomes a natural transformation
If N is replaced by the underlying object of a T -algebra N, β then N⊗M becomes the underlying object of a T -algebraN⊗M the action ψ of which is uniquely determined by the diagram
where on the vertical arrows one can recognize the T -algebra actions ofN ⊳ T M andN ⊳ M , as we defined them in Example 2.3. Therefore π N,M can be lifted to M T as the coequalizer
where the new π is related to the old one by
Lemma 4.1. For any N and for any free T -algebra T M, µ M the tensor product N⊗ T M, µ M as defined in (39) is isomorphic to the skew monoidal product
Proof. The statement follows from the fact that
T denote the free algebra functor, F M = T M, µ M . Then it follows from the Lemma that there is a natural isomorphism
for each N, M ∈ M. Using this isomorphism the coequalizer (39) becomes
which shows that (39) is, up to isomorphism, the unique functor⊗ : M × M T → M which preserves reflexive coequalizers in the 2nd argument and for which N⊗ F M ∼ = N * M .
By the way, the isomorphism N * M ∼ = N⊗ T M, µ M is in complete agreement with the formula [19, Eqn. (30) ] for the skew monoidal product of a bialgebroid. But for a perfect analogy we should be able to write T M, µ M as a 'vertical tensor product' M ⊗ H where H = R * R. The construction of such a vertical tensor product is still an open problem.
Although one would expect⊗ to be a monoidal product on the category M T of modules, this is not the case. It is only skew monoidal although its left unitor is always invertible as we will see soon. Whether⊗ can be indeed monoidal will be investigated in Section 8. Proof. The action⊗ : M×M T → M is defined by the coequalizer (39). Its associativity constraint can be obtained as follows. Let N be an object in M and letM = M, α andL = L, β be objects of M T . We need presentations for both the source and target of an arrow N⊗ (M⊗L) → (N⊗M )⊗L. Consider the following two 3x3 diagrams with all columns, and in the case of the first also the rows, being reflexive coequalizers:
Using the Diagonal Lemma [11, p.4 ] the diagonal of (45) is a coequalizer. This is the first row of the next diagram. The diagonal of (46) is just a "commuting" fork. It appears in the second row of (47)
with the unique arrow on the right hand side defining the associatorγ N,M,L we have been looking for. In order to facilitate the proof of the pentagon relation forγ let us observe that the left vertical arrow in (47) looks like an associator for a new skew monoidal product. This is almost the case.
obey 4 of the 5 skew monoidal category axioms: The failing axiom is the εγη-triangle (27). But if
Continuing with the proof of the Theorem we need only one consequence of the Lemma, namely that γ 2 satisfies the pentagon equation. Since⊗ preserves reflexive coequalizers it is now easy to show thatγ, too, satisfies the pentagon equation
Such a lifting exists since not only µ N,M , N * α and π N,M can be lifted by (41) but also γ and γ 2 by (8). This liftedγ is nothing but the associator for⊗ as a skew monoidal product.
The next task is to study the unitors and their coherence conditions. As for the unit object for ⊗ we define it to be the T -algebraR = R, ε R .
The right unitorε N : N⊗R → N can be obtained from unique factorization of ε N through the coequalizer π N,R
is an identity in any skew monoidal category. ForN = N, α we can defineεN :N⊗R →N simply as the lift to M T ofε N since in the diagram
the left square is commutative because of (40), the outer rectangle is commutative because
is an identity and R * π N,R is epimorphic; so commutativity of the right square follows. In order to prove the triangle relation (26) for⊗ we substituteL =R in (47) and compose the second row withε. The calculation
proves the coherence condition
Lifting to M
T we obtain for all T -algebrasN andM that
The left unitorηM :M →R⊗M is defined simply by the equation
which happens to be a T -algebra morphism in spite of that η M is not. The outer rectangle of
− −−− → R⊗M commutes although the left square does not.
The proof of theη-triangle (58)γR ,M,N •ηM⊗N =ηM⊗N goes as follows:γR
The mixed triangle for⊗ , i.e., the coherence condition
and its lifted version
can be obtained as follows:
Finally, the axiom (5) for⊗ , i.e., the relation (61)εR •ηR =R follows immediately from (57), (54) and (28). In this way the data M T ,⊗ ,R,γ,η,ε is a skew monoidal category by the lifted version of (53) and by (58), (56), (60) and (61). This proves (i). The three axioms of Definition 2.2 for M to be a right M T -actegory are provided by (53), (55) and (59). This proves (ii).
It should be clear from (39) and (41), that⊗ , both as a tensor product and as an action, preserves all type of colimits that are preserved by * . Under the present assumptions this means that⊗ preserves at least the reflexive coequalizers in the 2nd argument. This proves (iii).
For any T -algebraM = M, α the canonical presentation
and the definition of the tensor R⊗M
are coequalizers of the same reflexive pair. Therefore there exists an isomorphism i such that i • π R,M = α. By the definition ofη in (57)
henceηM is an isomorphism. Now an algebra for the monadR⊗ with underlying object, let us say,M has unique actionη 
Proposition 4.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 the forgetful functor
G : M T → M, M, α → M ,
is a strict morphism of right M
T -actegories and has the structure of a strictly normal skew monoidal functor.
Proof. The way we lifted N⊗M to M T in (40) ensures that
which is precisely the statement that the strength of G as a right M T -actegory morphism is the identity. But more interesting is that the coequalizer in (39) can be read as a multiplicativity constraint for G,
The unit constraint is the identity R = GR. The right square in (47) is just the hexagon expressing associativity of GN ,M and the unitality tetragons reduce to triangles which are but the definitions (57) and (54) ofη andε, respectively.
Combining the results of the above Theorem and Proposition with the V-actegory structure we obtain the following.
T is also a r2-exact skew monoidal V-category and the forgetful functor G : M T → M is a skew monoidal V-functor which is strict as an actegory morphism.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 4.4 we only have to show that (i)⊗ is a V-functor, that is to say a 2-variable actegory morphism, (ii) the partial functorM⊗ is strong; (iii)γ,η andε are V-natural, i.e., they are transformations of actegory morphisms.
(i) The two strengths of⊗ can be introduced as the unique arrows making the diagrams
commutative where in the second we used the notationα :
Calling the first vertical arrows of these diagrams Γ (ii) Since the first 2 vertical arrows in (63) are isomorphisms, so is the third.
(iii) V-naturality ofγ means proving equations (34), (35) and (36) with γ, Γ and * replaced byγ, Γ and⊗ , respectively. After composing these equations with the epimporphism ( ,N ) ), using the relations (47), (62) or (63) and then (34) or (35) or (36), respectively, the barred versions of (34), (35) or (36) can be proven. One can similarly verify the barred versions of (37) or (38) expressing V-naturality ofη andε.
A lifting theorem
Let M and M ′ be skew monoidal categories and let K : M → M ′ be a skew monoidal functor. We assume that both M and M ′ have reflexive coequalizers and that both skew monoidal products preserve reflexive coequalizers in the second argument. 
We are asking whether a skew monoidal liftingK of K exists that makes the diagram (strictly) commutative in the 2-category of skew monoidal categories. This problem is not simply a lifting problem in the 2-category of (r2-exact) skew monoidal categories because the canonical monad is not skew monoidal. (In fact T is closer to be skew opmonoidal than skew monoidal but it is neither of them.) But we do not claim the existence ofK for general monads, either. Proof. Merely as ordinary functors the existence ofK follows from the universal property of the forgetful functor G ′ as it was formulated in [14, Theorem 8.1]. Indeed, KG is a skew monoidal functor the domain of which is normal skew monoidal. Hence it must factor uniquely through G ′ as skew monoidal functors. Nevertheless it is instructive to look at the formK takes due to the special form of KG.
For arbitrary monads T , T ′ the possible lifts of K are known to be in bijection with natural transformations κ : T ′ K → KT such that the pair K, κ forms a monad morphism [18] M, T → M ′ , T ′ . Then the lift associated to κ is given bȳ
A candidate for a monad morphism is provided by the skew monoidal structure of
We claim that this choice does the job. The skew monoidal structure ofK can be constructed as follows. The diagram valid for all
defines the components ofK 2 . The unit constraint forK is defined by
We leave it to the reader to check that K ,K 2 ,K 0 is a skew monoidal functor and makes (64) commutative.
As far as the V-structure is concerned, the assumption that K is a skew monoidal V-functor includes the assumption that the multiplicativity constraint K 2 is V-natural in the second argument,
This relation for L = R suffices to define the strength ofK. As a matter of fact,
can be introduced by
which follows from (67). The coherence conditions forK to be a V-functor, i.e.,
reduce to the analogous relations for K if we apply G ′ and use (68) and strictness of the V-functor G, i.e., the identities Ga V,W,M = a V,W,GM and GlM = l GM .
It remains to show that the skew monoidal structure ofK constructed in the first part consists of V-natural transformations. ForK 0 there is nothing to prove but forKM ,N we have to prove V-naturality in the first and the second argument,
Fortunately, these relations immediately reduce to the analogous relations for K, e.g. to relation (67), after applying the forgetful strict V-functor G ′ . This finishes the construction of the liftingK of K as a skew monoidal V-functor.
As an application of the above Lifting Theorem we can show that a mere category equivalence proven in [19, Theorem 5.3] is actually a skew monoidal equivalence. Let E be the endomorphism monoid of the skew monoidal unit R, so E is a monoid in V. In [19] we have shown that any skew monoidal structure M, * , R on M induces a skew monoidal structure E M, * q , R on the category of E-objects and there is a skew monoidal forgetful functor φ : E M → M. Let T q denote the canonical monad of E M, * q , R . 
in whichφ is an equivalence of skew monoidal V-categories, in particular a strong skew monoidal functor.
Since this result somewhat deviates from the main topic of the paper, its proof is relegated to the Appendix.
The underlying category
The aim of this section is the construction of the analogue of the bimodule category R-Mod-R underlying the module category of a bialgebroid over R. Since M plays the role of the right Rmodule category Mod-R and R-Mod-R is the Eilenberg-Moore category of the monad R ⊙ on Mod-R, the natural candidate is the category E M of left E-objects in M where E := M(R, R) is the endomorphism monoid of the object R. However the (skew) monoidal structure of E M should be independent of the given * -structure on M, just like the monoidal category R-Mod-R exists independently of what kind of R-bialgebroids we want to consider. This implies e.g. that the skew monoidal product * q of the Appendix has nothing to do with the skew monoidal product ⊗ we are looking for. A skew monoidal structure E M, ⊗ , R on the category of E-objects which is determined solely by the V-category structure of M and by the position of the object R in M is called the underlying category, provided an appropriate skew monoidal forgetful functor M T ,⊗ ,R → E M, ⊗ , R exists. We start with the following observation. Proof. The proof is a straightforward application of the coherence conditions
for the strength H V,M := χ V,R,M introduced in (16) and in particular the relations
The details are left to the reader. As far as the r2-exactness is concerned, if V ⊙ preserves reflexive coequalizers for all V ∈ V then clearly does M • the same for all M ∈ M. Thus, for r2-exactness of M, •, R we need only that the dotted Γ ′ be an isomorphism. Since • is obtained from the action, as a 2-variable strong morphism ⊙ : V × M → M, by composing with H on the left leg, strongness on the right leg remains untouched. Indeed, the strengths of • arė
Now we are ready to apply Theorem 4.2 to M, •, R and to its canonical monadṪ = R • = E ⊙ .
Corollary 6.2. Let M be a tensored V-category with reflexive coequalizers and assume that V ⊙ preserves reflexive coequalizers for all V ∈ V. Then the category MṪ of modules over the skew monoidal category M, •, R is the category E M of E-objects equipped with 'horizontal' tensor product M ⊗ N defined by the coequalizer
and with skew unit object R = R, ev R,R .
Proof. The canonical monad of the dot-structure isṪ = E ⊙ and it has multiplicatioṅ
which shows that (80) is identical to the coequalizer (39) defining the horizontal tensor product for E-objects. The skew monoidal structure of E M obtained by applying Theorem 4.2 to M, •, R has skew monoidal unit R = R, ev R,R and its coherence morphisms γ, η and ε are the unique arrows making the diagrams
The skew monoidal structure of E M as presented by the above Corollary does not allow to say too much about whether the coherence morphisms are invertible, except for η, which is always invertible by Theorem 4.2 (i). In the next Proposition we give an alternative description for which, however, we need some preparations.
Let E V E , ⊙ E , E be the monoidal category of E-E-bimodules in V. The coherence isomorphisms of E V E are denoted by a, l and r, all oriented according to our skew monoidal convention. The category of right E-modules V E is a right E V E -category in the usual way, with the action defined by a choice of coequalizers
bimodules can be chosen by lifting this action to E V E along the forgetful functor φ : E V E → V E in such a way that φ to become a strict morphism of right E V E -actegories. By a similar choice of coequalizers in M we can define a functor
for each V ∈ V E and M ∈ E M. By V-naturality of the reflexive pair we can lift the result to E M if V is an E-E-bimodule. In this way ⊙ E becomes an action making E M to a left E V E -actegory.
The coherence isomorphisms are denoted by a U ,V ,M and l M and satisfy the usual actegory axioms. For V ∈ E V E and M ∈ E M the coequalizers τ V ,M become components of a strength
forĠ : E M → M relative to φ : E V E → V. That is to say, φĠ is a morphism from the E V Eactegory E M to the V-actegory M in the sense of Definition 2.7. The corresponding coherence condition (13) takes the form
which will be needed soon. Disregarding from the fact that E V E is not symmetric, E M is in fact a tensored E V E -category with M(M , N ) : E ⊙ E op → V playing the role of the E V E -valued hom. Let J denote the V-functor J := M(R, ) : M → V E whose value on the object M is the right E-module HM with action c R,R,M : HM ⊙ E → HM . Its strength is the lifting of H V,M to V E ,
J has a left adjoint J * := ⊙ E R : V E → M. The notation ev and coev will be used for the counit and unit of J * ⊣ J. By definition, the object R is called a dense generator for the V-category M if J is fully faithful [5, Vol. 1].
We introduce also the functor J : E M → E V E which associates to M the composite V-functor
So, it is legitimate to write J M = JM . The purpose of using a new notation is that we want to make J a E V E -functor. This can be done by requiring strict commutativity of the square
in the 2-category ACT. This means, beyond the equality HĠ = φJ of functors, that the strength of J is determined by
We want to tie the definition of ⊗ to the definition of ⊙ E by setting the coequalizer ω of (80) to
This choice allows the following pleasant representation of the coherence morphisms of ⊗ .
Proposition 6.3. The skew monoidal structure E M, ⊗ , R, γ, η, ε on the category of E-objects can be chosen in such a way that the skew monoidal product is
and the coherence morphisms are
These expressions imply the following invertibility properties: M , by definition of the coherence isomorphism l of the E V E -actegory E M. This proves (87) from which (i) is obvious.
The counit ev R,M of J * ⊣ J is related to the counit of ⊙ R ⊣ H bẏ
By (85) and by the 2nd diagram of (81) the same equation defines ε M . This proves (88) from which (ii) immediately follows.
In order to prove (86) we recall the proof of Corollary 6.2 that γ is defined by the equation
It suffices to show that the expression (86) satisfies this equation. Substituting
for any pair of objects L, M ∈ E M. The latter equivalence together with the observation that the skew monoidal structure of Proposition 6.3 is a special case of the Altenkirch-Chapman-Uustalu construction [3] will be the clue to characterize in Section 8 the situation of the underlying category being monoidal and J : E M → E V E being a strong monoidal functor.
The forgetful functor
This section is about the forgetful functor that, for a (right) R-bialgebroid B, maps a right B-module to the underlying R-R-bimodule. This functor is strong monoidal and one of the main questions of this paper is whether similar forgetful functors exist on module categories M T of r2-exact skew monoidal V-categories M.
The target of the forgetful functor has been constructed in the previous section. Therefore the functor G we are looking for is of the type M T → E M. Since both the target and source are Eilenberg-Moore categories of canonical monads, it seems natural to define G by lifting a very elementary functor M → M which merely connects * with •. Proof. The skew monoidal functor axioms
can be verified by a straightforward calculation.
By [19, Lemma 2.7] the above Lemma implies that
is a monad morphism from E ⊙ to T . Therefore we define the forgetful functor G as the functor induced by σ M on the Eilenberg-Moore categories,
In other words, G is the lifting, in the sense of Theorem 5.1, of the functor defined in Lemma 7.1.
Theorem 7.2. Let M be an r2-exact skew monoidal tensored V-category. Then the forgetful functor G defined in (96) is a skew monoidal V-functor making the diagram
M T G − −−− → E M G     Ġ M Σ − −−− → M
strictly commutative as skew monoidal V-functors. Furthermore, G is monadic as a V-functor giving rise to a V-monad (neither skew monoidal nor skew opmonoidal in general)
Proof. G is the lift in the sense of Theorem 5.1 of the functor Σ = M, σ, R constructed in Lemma 7.1. Therefore it is a skew monoidal V-functor such thatĠ G = ΣG. Merely as functors, however, we haveĠ G = G with both G andĠ monadic. Since all categories have reflexive coequalizers, it follows by standard arguments relying on Beck's Theorem that G is monadic precisely if it has a left adjoint.
As for the existence of the left adjoint F we can rely on classical adjoint lifting theorems such as [4, Theorem 3.7.3] . It is interesting that a left adjoint can be explicitely given in terms of the quotient skew monoidal product (127) as
where the T -algebra structure is given by unique factorization in the diagram
where the notation ρ i , λ i is that of Appendix A. Notice that the first row is not exactly the T of the second, it is modified by a harmless composition with Γ ′ (which is an isomorphism due to one of the r2-exactness conditions).
In order to make F a V-functor it suffices to supply it with a strength
. This can be done in the more general case of diagram (129), so
This strength is in fact invertible, because Γ ′ is, in complete agreement with the fact that a left adjoint actegory morphism must always be strong. The ordinary adjunction F ⊣ G follows from [4, Theorem 3.7.3] with the remark that the existence of reflexive coequalizers suffices.
In the remaining part of this section we study the question of when G is strong skew monoidal. Since G 0 : R → GR is the identity by (66) and by Σ 0 being the identity, the question reduces to studying GM ,N the definition of which, according to (65), can be read from the diagram
The unlifted G M,N -s are the components of a strength for the identity functor id M that forms, together with the skew monoidal G, an actegory morphism from the right M T -actegory M to the right E M-actegory M (a right actegory version of Definition 2.7). Let us introduce the notation
The special case λ R,N : E ⊙ T N → T N returns the E-object obtained from the free T -algebra F N = T N, µ N by applying G. Indeed, µ N • σ T N = λ R,N . In fact more is true: 
Proof. Inserting a free T -algebra F N = T N, µ N forN in the definition (99) of G M,N and composing it with the isomorphism (43) we obtain by (100) that
Therefore G M,F N is invertible precisely if λ M,N is a coequalizer of the above pair. In this way we reduced the problem to prove invertibility of G M,N for allN ∈ M T whenever invertibility of G M,F N is known for all N ∈ M. Writing any T -algebraN as a reflexive coequalizer of free T -algebras and using naturality of G M,N we have a commutative diagram 
M⊗N
The second row is a coequalizer since⊗ is r2-exact and this leads to a unique (dashed) arrow that makes the diagram, with G M,N removed, commutative. The first row is the result of applying M ⊗ G to a reflexive coequalizer which is in fact G-contractible. Using the relationĠG = G we see that G maps G-contractible pairs toĠ-contractible ones, so by monadicity ofĠ the arrow G∇N is the coequalizer of a reflexive pair in E M. By r2-exactness of ⊗ we conclude that the first row is also a coequalizer, hence the dashed arrow is necessarily the inverse of G M,N .
Corollary 7.4. Let M, * , R be an r-exact skew monoidal V-category in which R is a dense generator for M. Then G :
Proof. The statement follows by considering the commutative diagram
in which the 2nd row is obtained by applying * M to a reflexive coequalizer. The vertical arrows are all isomorphisms by the assumption that * is strong in the 1st argument. Thus the first row is a coequalizer, too, and Proposition 7.3 applies.
The following Theorem just summarizes the content of this Section.
Theorem 7.5. Let M, * , R be an r-exact skew monoidal tensored V-category and assume that R is a dense generator for M. Then the forgetful functor G : M T → E M is strong skew monoidal and monadic and T = GF is a skew opmonoidal V-monad on E M.
Self-cocompleteness and monoidality
Assuming the forgetful functor G : M T → E M is strong skew monoidal the question of whether ⊗ on M T is a monoidal product can be answered affirmatively provided ⊗ on E M is monoidal. The latter being independent of the original skew monoidal product * on M we see that it is only the object R in the bare V-category M which we should study.
We consider a somewhat more general problem by replacing E with a small V-category C. In this way we will be able to comment also about the Altenkirch-Chapman-Uustalu skew monoidal structure on the functor category [C, M]. Also we relax, or just forget about, the existence of (arbitrary) tensors in M. But we will need certain weighted colimits to exist in M. In the absence of tensors the colimit U ⋆ F of F : C → M weighted by U : C op → V cannot be represented by a coend C U C ⊙ F C. Instead it is defined [12] as the representing object in
(sc-1) W contains all the representable functors C( , C), C ∈ C and (sc-2) W is closed under W-weighted colimits (of V-functors C → W). Using the fact that fully faithful functors reflect colimits the weighted colimit U ⋆ F is not only a colimit in [C op , V] but also in W, provided U ∈ W, F ∈ [C, W]. Thus (sc-2) can also be read as that W has W-weighted colimits and the inclusion W ⊆ [C op , V] preserves them. Even if colimits, other than W-weighted ones, happen to exist in W these need not be preserved by the inclusion. 
(ii) F C ∈ W for all C ∈ C.
Proof. Since W is full, (ii) implies that F factors through the inclusion W ⊆ [C op , V] therefore (i) follows from assumption (sc-2) on W. Vice versa, if (i) holds then setting U to be representable F C ∼ = Y C ⋆ F ∈ W for all C. 
and W is a right W-actegory via the weighted colimit operation ⋆.
Proof. W consists precisely of the functors F : C → {D → F (C, D) ∈ V} satisfying condition (ii) of Lemma 8.3. By condition (i) of the same Lemma it is clear that W is monoidal with monoidal product
and with monoidal unit 
is a self-cocomplete replete full subcategory. Similar can be said about the category α-Flat(C op , V) of α-flat functors (a.k.a. α-filtered weights) where α is a regular cardinal. For the precise definitions of these notions we refer to [6] which reveals also that in order for these examples to work we have to assume that V is a locally α 0 -presentable base and α ≥ α 0 . Many of the usual base categories are in fact locally finitely presentable bases.
Remark 8.7. V-categories equivalent to self-cocomplete subcategories of presheaves have a certain resemblance to accessible categories [1, 6] after a little reformulation. Let C ֒→ M be a full small subcategory. Let W ′ ⊆ [C op , V] be any full replete subcategory such that
Then there is a full replete self-cocomplete
In the next two examples the small category C is a one-object V-category, i.e., a monoid E in V.
Example 8.8. Assume V is preadditive, i.e., an Ab-category. Let W fgp ⊆ V E be the full subcategory of finitely generated projective right E-modules. Then the right regular E E belongs to W fgp . Let φ : E V E → V E denote the forgetful functor. If U ∈ W fgp and V ∈ E V E is such that φV ∈ W fgp then there exist dual bases, i.e., finite diagrams
is also a dual basis proving that W fgp is self-cocomplete.
Example 8.9. Let W 1 ⊆ V E be the full subcategory of rank 1 free right E-modules. If U ∈ W 1 and
For V = Ab and E a ring, many constructions of ring theory lead also to self-cocomplete subcategories of V E such as finitely generated modules, projective modules and finitely presented modules.
Example 8.10. This is an example of a W ⊆ Ab E which is not self-cocomplete. Let E be a field and let W be the full subcategory of E-vector spaces of dimension less than n where n > 2. Let E 2 be the 2-dimensional vector space and define the functor F : E → V E , i.e., the bimodule F , as E 2 with left E-action equal to the right E-action. Then the W -weighted colimit W ⋆ F is just the tensor product W ⊗ E 2 of vector spaces and has dimension 2 dim W . Hence W satisfies (sc-1) but not (sc-2). Now let M be an arbitrary V-category and C be a small V-category. Then we can introduce (the enriched version of) the skew monoidal structure that Altenkirch, Chapman and Uustalu construct [3] on the functor category [C, M].
(For the precise connection we note that the left Kan extension of G along J becomes Lan J G = G * J ′ * in our notation.) The skew monoidal product of F and G ∈ [C, M] is a (chosen) W-weighted pointwise colimit (F ⊗ G)C := J * (F C) ⋆ G, i.e., it is the composite functor
where we introduced G * := ⋆ G, the weighted colimit of G as a functor of the weight, and J Indeed,
This 
due to property (wb-3).
The above Theorem is worth a comparison with the general theory of free cocompletions [12, 2] [12, Theorem 5 .35] we know that the inverse equivalence is given by left Kan extension along J. Therefore it is not difficult to see that the induced monoidal structure of [C, Φ(C)] is precisely the skew monoidal structure of [3] with a well-behaved J.
Since Lan J F of a functor F ∈ [C, Φ(C)] is given pointwise by a colimit
the weight J * M of which belongs to Φ(C), the very existence of Lan J F shows that Φ(C) is selfcocomplete. Vice versa, if W ⊆ [C op , V] is self-cocomplete then, obviously, W is the Φ-cocompletion of C with Φ = W. Thus being self-cocomplete is a property that detects whether a full replete subcategory of [C op , V] is the Φ-cocompletion of C w.r.t. some family Φ of weights. Applying the above notions and results to our problem of monoidality of the module category of a skew monoidal tensored V-category we meet only very special self-cocomplete subcategories W of [E op , V] = V E , namely reflective ones. But even for a cocomplete W the condition of selfcocompleteness is non-trivial since the inclusion W ֒→ V E need not preserve all (small) colimits. Proposition 8.12. Let M be a tensored V-category with reflexive coequalizers and with a dense generator R. Let E = M(R, R) and let the category V E be endowed with the skew monoidal product
(i) M is a reflective subcategory of the presheaf category V E , hence complete and cocomplete.
(ii) The inclusion functor J : 
Proof. (i) Existence of tensors and reflexive coequalizers in M imply the existence of the colimits V ⊙ E R for all V ∈ V E and this defines a left adjoint J * of J.
(ii) The condition in [15, Theorem 2.1] for J * ⊣ J to be a (right) skew monoidal reflection is invertibility of the arrows J * (JM ⊙ ′ coev R,V ) for M ∈ M, V ∈ V E , which holds automatically due to invertibility of coev R,V ⊙ E R. The skew monoidal product induced by the reflection is isomorphic
(iii) Using that well-generators are dense generators we obtain from Theorem 7.5 that G is strong skew monoidal and monadic. Since the codomain of G is monoidal and G reflects isomorphisms, the skew monoidal functor relations imply that the domain of G is also a monoidal category.
(iv) The equivalence of M T with W T for an opmonoidal monad follows also from Theorem 7.5 because E M is equivalent to W.
Appendix A. Enriched E-objects
In [19] we have shown for V = Set that any skew monoidal structure M, * , R on M induces a skew monoidal structure E M, * q , R on the category of E-objects. This Appendix serves as a supplement to [19, Theorem 5.3] in which the equivalence of M T with ( E M) Tq is proven merely as a category equivalence. Here we show, using the Lifting Theorem, that this is actually a skew monoidal equivalence and this holds for general V. Also we need to reformulate some Lemmas of [19] in order to adapt them to the enriched setting.
Let M, c, i , ⊙, a, l , * , Γ, Γ ′ , R, γ, η, ε be a skew monoidal tensored V-category. Let E := M(R, R), c R,R,R , i R be the endomorphism monoid of the skew unit object R. The algebras for the monad E ⊙ will be called E-objects. So, the E-objects are pairs M, λ where M is an object of M and λ : E ⊙ M → M is an arrow satisfying
The category of E-objects E M can alternatively be defined as the category [E, M] of V-functors from the 1-object V-category E to M. The equivalence of the two definitions is provided by the adjunction relations
between the V-functor data ϕ : E → M(M, M ) and the action data λ :
Using the symmetry s in V we can define the monoid E op := M(R, R), c op R,R,R , i R , with opposite multiplication c op R,R,R = c R,R,R • s E,E , and E op -objects as pairs M, ρ where ρ : E ⊙ M → M is the same type of arrow as in an E-object but satisfies different axioms, namely (103) and (104) with c replaced by c op . In other words, E op -objects are V-functors E op → M. U -objects in M for an arbitrary monoid U, u 2 , u 0 in V can be defined similarly. If U and V are monoids in V then W = U ⊙ V is also a monoid with multiplication w 2 which is, up to invertible associators, the composite (
. Given a U -object M, κ and a V -object M, λ on the same underlying M the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a U ⊙ V -object (U ⊙ V ) ⊙ M → M extending both κ and λ is that "κ and λ commute" in the sense of obeying
The following Lemma is the enriched version of [19, Lemma 4 .1] in which we use the definitions
and remark that σ : E ⊙ → R * is a monad morphism [18] ,
and µ satisfies
Lemma A.1. Let M and N be objects in a skew monoidal tensored V-category M.
(i) Then M * N, ρ is an E op -object where 
where the unit object R is considered as an E-object via λ R = ev R,R : E ⊙ R → R.
Proof. Relations (122), (124), (126) are immediate consequences of the skew monoidality axioms (34)-(38) that express the fact that γ, η, ε are transformations of actegory morphisms. The remaining relations are also not difficult. Now assume that M is r2-exact and define the skew monoidal product * q of two E-objects by the reflexive coequalizer
in M which can then be lifted to the E-object M * q N = M * q N , λ 1 . The unit object for * q is the E-object R = R, ev R,R .
Proposition A.3. For any r2-exact skew monoidal tensored V-category M, * , R the category E M of E-objects in M has a unique skew monoidal tensored V-category structure with skew monoidal product * q and with skew monoidal unit R such that the forgetful functor φ : E M → M together with the natural transformation q M,N of (127) and with the identity arrow R → φR is a skew monoidal functor. The resulting skew monoidal tensored V-category E M, * q , R is r2-exact.
Proof. On the level of ordinary categories and functors the unique skew monoidal structure E M, * q , R, γ q , η q , ε q that makes φ skew monoidal has already been constructed in [19, Proposition 4.3] . Although the right exactness conditions of [19, Proposition 4.3] were somewhat too generous, by inspecting the proof one can see that what is really needed is only the existence of reflexive coequalizers and preservation of them by all the endofunctors M * . So, it suffices here to deal with the V-actegory structure.
Like for M T in the proof of Lemma 3.3, the action of V on E M is defined by The two strengths of the 2-variable V-actegory morphism * q are uniquely determined by those of * due to the requirement that q M,N be a transformation of actegory morphisms: The coherence conditions that γ q , η q and ε q should satisfy in order that they become transformations of actegory morphisms follow from the analogous coherence conditions (34-38) for γ, η and ε by using that q M,N is a coequalizer, V ⊙ preserves such coequalizers and φ is faithful.
Since M is r2-exact, the monad E ⊙ preserves reflexive coequalizers therefore its EilenbergMoore category E M also has reflexive coequalizers. Furthermore, M * q preserves such coequalizers because both functors M * q φ and E⊙(M * q φ ) occurring in (127) preserve them. The strength Γ ′q in (129) is an isomorphism since both horizontal arrows are coequalizers and Γ ′ is an isomorphism. Finally, V ⊙ : E M → E M also preserves reflexive coequalizers because V ⊙ : M → M does and φ creates reflexive coequalizers. This proves r2-exactness of E M, * q , R .
Proof of Theorem 5.2 Applying the construction of Section 4 there is an r2-exact skew monoidal tensored V-category ( E M)
Tq of T q = R * q -algebras on E M. Applying also the lifting procedure of Theorem 5.1 to the skew monoidal functor φ : E M → M we obtain theφ of Theorem 5.2. By [19, Theorem 5.3. (ii)] thisφ is an equivalence of categories therefore it suffices to show strong skew monoidality ofφ. Theφ 0 is the identity andφ 2 is defined, as in Theorem 5.1, by the diagram 
